ADVANCING
productivity to
the next level
imageRUNNER ADVANCE
C9280 PRO
imageRUNNER ADVANCE
8200 PRO Series

you can

A step forward
for light production

Experience the latest in
fast performance and true
production versatility.

Diverse production credentials

Ever dependable

Built to play an integral role in CRD, Print
for Pay and Commercial Print environments,
the imageRUNNER ADVANCE Light
Production range offers outstanding
production possibilities. For those seeking
colour, the imageRUNNER ADVANCE C9280
PRO delivers 70 ppm in colour – as well as
80 ppm in black and white. For specialist
black and white production environments,
the imageRUNNER ADVANCE 8200 series
consisting of the imageRUNNER ADVANCE
8285 PRO, 8295 PRO and 8205 PRO offers
speeds of up to 105 ppm.

Building on the high reliability levels of its
predecessor, the imageRUNNER ADVANCE
Light Production range incorporates Canon’s
eMaintenance, allowing automated meter
readings, consumables ordering and remote
diagnostics to be undertaken. And with the
ability to load media and toner during
operation, these are systems ready for
tough turnarounds.

With intuitive touch-screens and faster warm
up times with Canon’s on-demand fixing
technology, this is a range built to meet a
diversity of light production needs.

Powerful workflow
For the most demanding production
environments there’s a new alternative
to our proven EFI on-board controller.
An external EFI based server features
Fiery System 10, delivering powerful
workflow integration, time saving
production shortcuts and high-end colour
capabilities where they’re needed.

Quality in every respect
Whatever the scope of each production
project, the imageRUNNER ADVANCE Light
Production range delivers quality levels that
set it apart, incorporating a wealth of image
expertise. Colour jobs are produced with
vibrant colours whilst black and white text,
and graphics are crisp and consistent.
Diverse media handling and high-end
finishing options – such as booklet making,
professional punching and advanced folding
capabilities – ensure prints exceed the
highest expectations.

Building on the renowned reputation of its predecessor, the imageRUNNER ADVANCE Light
Production range raises the bar. Combining consistent high quality prints with dependable
performance, these systems offer new levels of production versatility. Allowing your
customers to benefit from a wealth of print services at deadline-beating speeds.
imageRUNNER ADVANCE 8205 PRO (black and white)
imageRUNNER ADVANCE C9280 PRO (colour)
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FINISHING OPTIONS

Versatility
that sets new
standards
Whatever your requirements, our imageRUNNER ADVANCE
Light Production range is designed to deliver. Thanks to the
highly modular design, there is a perfect solution for every
production, space and budgetary requirement.

Superb media handling and finishing

Simple yet sophisticated

Provide your customers with a wealth of
choice courtesy of the incredibly flexible
media handling capabilities of these
systems. Uncoated stocks, gloss media,
a maximum standard paper size of SRA3
(or 330.2 x 487.7 mm for irregular size)
plus weights up to 300 gsm, provide
extensive possibilities.

From an operator’s perspective, managing
the daily workload could not be simpler.
A huge adjustable colour touch-screen
makes even complex tasks easy to control.
With the help of Canon’s Workflow Program,
you can use the imageRUNNER ADVANCE
Light Production range to maximise the
efficiency and effectiveness of your
operation. Integration with HELIX Production
Workflow and Océ PRISMA® solutions
enables significant, additional time and cost
saving benefits, with features such as on-line
ordering, job ticketing, and direct integration
with Variable Data applications.

An array of finishing options stand up to
close scrutiny against even-high end
production engines. Professional punching
(21-hole plastic comb, twin loop, colour coil,
velo bind, loose leaf and Pro Click), folding
(Z-folding, inner-C, outer-C, double parallel
and centre folding), inserting and saddle
finishing with trimming, are all easily
achievable. Allowing you to offer
exceptional choice to your customers.

Stapling and Hole Punching

Tab Printing

Saddle Stitching and Trimming

Professional Punching

Inserting

Collation

Z-Fold

Inner-C Fold

Outer-C Fold

Centre Fold

Double Parallel Fold

A huge 26.4 cm (10.4 inch)
adjustable and intuitive colour
touch-screen makes even
complex tasks easy to control.

The modular design of these
systems ensures investment
security for years to come.
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Advanced thinking
means quality results
The strategy behind the design and development of the imageRUNNER
ADVANCE Light Production range is to deliver quality that satisfies all your
light production needs. Beneath the modern styling and beyond these
production credentials, lies a depth of innovative thinking that sets new
standards in environmental responsibility.

High image quality

Impressive prints

Numerous innovations help deliver the
highest print quality. Within the light
production colour printer imageRUNNER
ADVANCE C9280 PRO, Canon’s pQ toner
system expands the colour reproduction
area, providing great fusing and gloss
performance at 1200 x 1200 dpi resolution.
Canon’s ARCDAT real-time calibration
technology also ensures colours are
produced consistently, automatically
measuring and fine-tuning image density
during operation.

The image quality, extensive media handling
capabilities and professional finishing
possibilities ensure there’s a significant
range of applications to offer both existing
and new customers.
Create eye-catching company brochures
or stunning mailpieces using variable data
techniques to drive home targeted
messages. Deliver on-demand digital proofs
to speed-up project approval. Or produce
monthly financial statements and manuals
that consistently impress.

Outstanding environmental
credentials
The imageRUNNER ADVANCE Light
Production range incorporates high-grade
fire retardant bio plastic, and, wherever
possible, recycled plastics have been utilised.
As you would expect, each system is ENERGY
STAR® qualified and, thanks to Canon’s on
demand fixing technology, offers very
competitive TEC* ratings. Furthermore, useful
features such as Auto and Weekly shutdown
cut wastage, culminating in a range with the
most impressive environmental credentials.

The black and white light production printer
of the imageRUNNER ADVANCE 8200 PRO
Series incorporates image segmentation
and 1200 x 1200 dpi black and white
halftone screening. This ensures text,
halftone and photographic images are
accurately reproduced without the banding
problems that other devices may
sometimes experience.

Create in colour:

Create in black and white:

Eye-catching company brochures

Detailed personalised invoices

Stunning mailpieces

Product manuals

On-demand digital proofs

Bulletins/Newsletters

Business cards

Mailings/Letter mailing

Posters

The imageRUNNER ADVANCE Light
Production range delivers both quality
and strong environmental credentials.
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*Defined by ENERGY STAR (http://www.eu-energystar.org)

Training collateral
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